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StoriesOnBoard AI – the new era of AI product management
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In 2023, the StoriesOnBoard team focused on exploring AI capabilities and introduced the first set of features in the summer. Throughout the beta testing phase, we gathered substantial feedback to … Read more


How to write agile user stories
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Agile user stories and the Agile methodology have emerged as preferred approaches for many software developer teams. At the heart of Agile lies the concept of user stories, a simple … Read more


Simplify User Story Creation with a User Story Generator
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User stories are a vital component of the agile software development process, clearly and concisely describing a user’s requirement from a software or a system. However, crafting user stories that … Read more
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Mastering User Story Writing: Essential Techniques and Tools
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Mastering user story writing is crucial for successful software projects and efficient collaboration with the stakeholders and the development team. This article covers an understanding of the basic techniques and … Read more
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Boost Your Productivity with an AI User Story Map Generator
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Are you tired of trying to plan out your software projects? Do you wish there was a way to boost your productivity and streamline the product discovery process? Look no … Read more
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